360

WORKSPACE
DESIGN
Home office ideas
for comfort
and well-being

Taking a 360 approach to office design is a powerful way to
reimagine the workday experience. A space that prioritizes
comfort and well-being not only influences how you feel during
the workday, but it can also contribute to improved wellness
after-hours. By making changes that impact—and extend
beyond—the desk, you can create an office space that feels
nurturing and productive.

Movement

To energize the workday, infuse it with movement. Movement is a
great way to burn calories and support a positive mental outlook. Even a little
goes a long way. Studies link incremental increases in physical activity with
corresponding increases in health and well-being. During the workday, often the
most practical form of movement is intermittent standing and stretching. That,
combined with short breaks, allows the body to continually recharge and refocus.

Rise-Rest-Repeat
A balanced workstyle incorporates both movement and rest. To continually
recharge and reset, use a standing desk that’s designed for frequent
repositioning. Rise, rest, repeat!

THE 360 APPROACH:

Start using a standing desk and
anti-fatigue mat. Active furniture
promotes frequent changes in
posture without interrupting
productivity.

Make sure your monitor is
adjustable. The addition of a
monitor arm enables you to lift,
lower, pan and tilt your display to
maintain comfort and movement
throughout the day.

Choose the right chair with at
least three points of adjustability
to provide a better fit. Active
seating, like a saddle stool,
encourages movement and can
be used whether sitting, standing
or leaning.

Sound

Amp up your focus by dialing down on distractions. A quiet office space
with soothing sounds can promote relaxation and composure. A space without
noise is especially beneficial for cognitive tasks like proofreading, writing and
reading comprehension. The intentional use of sound and silence can reduce
stress and benefit workday health and well-being.

THE 360 APPROACH:

Conduct a sound audit. Make
note of the noise in your office
space, both external and internal.
Stressors can include dogs
barking, planes flying overhead,
and the pings and rings of
computers and phones.

Soften distracting and stressful
noises. Create a quiet space with
surfaces that absorb sound and
reduce reverberation. Use rugs,
curtains, wall hangings and room
dividers to dampen noise and
eliminate echo. Turn on do-notdisturb features for electronics.

Add natural soundscapes. Not
a fan of too much quiet? Introduce
sounds from classical music or
nature. Try soundtracks of falling
rain, ocean waves or birds signing.
Keep the volume low and switch
between themes to complement
different moods and tasks.

Lighting

Leverage light exposure to boost your mood and tackle your
to-do list. Natural daylight has antidepressant properties and can improve
alertness, mood and performance. Light exposure has been shown to not only
reduce daytime sleepiness but also improve sleep quality at night. A well-lit
workspace is ideal for supporting visual comfort and productivity.

THE 360 APPROACH:

Optimize natural daylight.
Position your workspace near
a window or skylight. If you have
the option, choose a window
with morning and mid-day sun
exposure.

Supplement with overhead or
task lighting. Use lighting that
mimics daylight. Put electric lights
on a dimmer switch and adjust
their intensity throughout the day.

Even-out high contrast areas.
Create a balanced light profile
by eliminating harsh transitions
of dark next to bright. Position
your workstation to avoid glare.

Decor

Decor is a chance for self-expression and sanctuary. Incorporating
elements from nature can calm and restore the mind. The strategic use of art
and color can energize and personalize a space. Adding visual stimuli creates
ambiance, interest and might even reduce stress while working.

THE 360 APPROACH:

Make nature your muse.
Incorporate easy care plants or
an indoor water feature. Decorate
with natural colors and materials.
Add a flower box or green
space outside your window for
a refreshing escape.

Hang artwork on the walls.
The presence of artwork, both
abstract and natural, can relax
and calm the senses. Pick photos,
illustrations or art that trigger
creativity, release or a positive
mindset.

Have fun with color. Cool tones,
like blues and greens, make for a
relaxed and zen-like atmosphere.
Warm tones, like reds and oranges,
can energize and enliven a space.
Mix both for yin and yang.

Hydration

Bring your health and well-being actions full circle with a focus on
hydration. Drinking water is one of the easiest ways to influence workday
comfort. Being well-hydrated is linked with improved sleep quality, brain
performance and mood. It also helps regulate body temperature and keep joints
lubricated. With so much to gain, there’s no way for water to be absent from a
360-office approach.

THE 360 APPROACH:

Start using a meaningful water
bottle, glass or mug. Choose
something colorful or graphic
that adds ambiance. Or select a
sentimental, positive design.

Use a water filter. If the taste
of tap water is off-putting, a
high-quality filter can remove
contaminants and improve taste.

Drink water plain or spruce
it up. Try adding citrus, berries or
cucumber slices. Start the day with
tea, coffee, or get creative with
your own water infusion.

Taking a 360 approach to office design is a great way
to prioritize all-day comfort and well-being. Leveraging
movement, sound, lighting, decor and hydration are just a
few ways to create a workday experience that’s energizing,
restorative and performance-enhancing. Use these ideas as
a starting point for creating a workspace that feels as good
as it looks.
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